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Abstract 

1hLs paper dtscusses the determtnants of ftnanctaJ. 
jtrms ' locatiDn dedstons. t1ws proutdtng a 
jramework f« the analysts and evaluation of 
factors ID1l1erlytng the deuelopment of ftnanctaJ. 
centres such as the CUy of London. It ts 
suggested that the analysts ts releuant both for 
poltcy makers and.ftnandal tnstttuttons. � 
economtes qf scale and relative condJt:tDns between 
centres are highlighted as key determtnants of 
location f« }tnanctal ftrms, which may tmply the 
exiStence qf a cumulat1ve or self-susta.ining process 
whereby ftnant:tal centres grow Of" decltne. 
Analysts qf .ftnanctal centres tn the light of 
oltQopoly theory, given the tmport.ance of sunk 
costs and tncreastng returns to scale. offers jurt.her 
tnstghts tnto the nature and dynamtcs of ftnanctaJ. 

centres. For example. tt Ql.u.strates the d4[ffcult1es 
nUn.or centTes have tn compettng wt1h global 
«ntres as weU as Q/fertn{J the tnstgh1 that 
ooncen.tTat1Dn of bustness tn mqJor centres m.au be 
econ.omlcally tdfldent.. It ts auwested that the 
�hantsms outlined tn the paper are likely to be 
qf particular refeuance tn comJnQ JJ«US. given such 
potentfal rtiforms as �stl£ d6egulat:tort tn the 
UnLt.ed. States and Japan and the utabltshment of 
the EC tntemal marlcet as weU as advances tn 
technolo(ly. all of which mau entail sh4fts tn the 
locaHnn of jtnanclo.l. act1v14J. OWm the potenttal 
f« such shifts, the paper goes on �fly to d.tscuss 
the net benefits of a jtnancfal �e to a domes pc 
economy, which would be lost ff bu.stness were'to 
shift elsewhere. 



1 Introduction 

(l) Can the City of London survive as a major 
financial centre? Or Will it absorb much of the 
business currently conducted in Parts. Frankfurt 
and Amsterdam? Will financial centres soon 
cease to be necessary. given developments in 
technology? Or are there structural factors which 
will continue to attract financial firms to such 
centres? And does a major financial centre 
benefit the domestic economy in any case? Such 
questions have arisen frequently in recent years 
in the context of more general discussions of the 
location of financial business, which are focussed 
on the possibility that business may in some way 
be lost to its current location due to a change in 
relative business conditions between the centre 
and other locations. However, a criticism of such 
discussions has been a lack of theoretical focus. 

(2) As a contribution to debate on these matters. 
this paper sets out to provide an analytical 
framework for interpreting the underlying issues, 
namely the motivations which lead financial finns 
to their choice of location, (which enables one to 
assess the potential effects of various adverse 
changes in conditions). and the benefits of a 
financial centre to the domestic economy. 111 The 
paper's principal claims to originality lies in the 
application of industrial location theory to the 
location decision of the financial finn. the 
development from this basis of a theory of growth 
and decline of financial centres. and the 
application to these problems of the theories of 
oligopoly and contestable markets. 

(3) It should be noted that although the thrust of 
the paper is largely forward-looking and focussed 
on prospects for international centres, the analysis 
can equally be used for interpretation of past 
changes in the location of financial activity (for 
example the recent growth of London following 
"Big Bang" at the expense of smaller centres). and 
for analysis of the development and prospects for 
domestic centres such as those in Paris, 

Frankfurt and Milan. In addition. the current 
level of globaltsation,121 1s taken as gtven. Instead. 
the paper assesses the determinants of the 
location of globaltsed actMty. 

(4) The paper 1s structured as follows: in Section 
2 the theory of the location of finns 1s set out in 
general terms. 1b1s htghlights the importance of 
cost. demand and external economies in location 
decisions as well as the Importance of uncertainty 
and sunk costs. In Sections 3 and 4 the focus 1s 
narrowed to the financial ftnn. It 1s suggested 
that external economies of scale are of particular 
importance, though the Influence of the other 
factors should not be neglected. In Section 5 the 
implications of location theory for international 
financial centres are assessed. and the nature of 
the risks to such centres highlighted. Section 6 
offers a contrasting view of international financial 
centres based on the theory of oltgopoly, which 
offers further insights into the development of 
such centres. As a counterpart to concerns over 
the future of centres, Section 7 briefly examines 
the value of an international financial centre to 
the domestic economy. It is emphasised that 
summation of value-added 1s not an adequate 
measure of the contribution of finance. 
Background data indicating the relative size of 
financial centres and the contribution of a typical 
centre (London) to its domestic economy are given 
in the Appendices. 

(5) It is concluded overall that concerns regarding 
the future of international financial centres 
should be focussed on the possibility that once a 
move of finns and business away from a centre 
begins, it can easily become cumulative. gtven the 
importance of external economies. Technological 
change, regulation and taxation are among the 
potential causes of such shifts. Given the 
importance of an international financial centre to 
the domestic economy, such a move would be at a 
net cost. 

(I) An earlier version of this paper constituted the theoretical background for the analysis of London's status and prospects as a fmancial centre provided 111 
Davis and Lauer (1989). 

(2) Sec Bank for International Seulements (1986) Chapter 7. 



2 The Optimal Location of the Firm 

(6) In thts lnitlal section the theory of the location 
of finns ts set out In general tenns (see Devtne et 
al ( 1 979) . R1chardson ( 1 969). ( 1978)). Although 
partly a paradigm for Industrial flrms. this 
provides a general framework for analysts of the 
location decision. while also enabling one to 
highlJght by contrast the main detennlnants of 
location 1n the case of flna.ndal firms. In the 
absence of such a framework a discussion of 
concerns regarding the future of ftnanctal centres 
risks becoming purely taxonomlcal. A SUIMUU'JI 
u proufded In paragraph 22 for those wf.shfng 
to omft the detailed analusfs qJ theof'JI. 

(a) Theorlea of IDduatrlal locatlon 

(7) Early studies of location theory tended to 
concentrate on relative transport oosts of the 
factors of production and finished product (Bum 
( 1 958) . Mathias ( 1 969) . R1chardson ( 1 978) Ch3). 
Suppose a finn uses two factors, of which one is 
generally available while another is only available 
at one site A. and the product can only be sold at 
a single site B. Then optim1sation will entail 
mln.1m1sation of total transport costs for a given 
level of output . If the localised factor ts bulky 
relattve to the product. the "pull" will be to site A. 
tf the opposite for the product. site B. Such a 
mechanism can be generalised for more than one 
localised factor. The optimal location changes 
over time In response to the location of resources 
or products. and any change in the production 
technology which alters the combination of factor 
Inputs. 

(8) The transport cost m.1n1misation model is 
rather simple and ignores the potential for factor 
prices to vary over space for other reasons besides 
transport costs (higher wages for workers In the 
centre of dUes to compensate for commuting. 
lower costs of land on greenfteld sites). Given 
these shortcomings. transport cost min1m1sing 
wtll thus only by chance be optimal for a profit 
maximising finn. A more realistic objective is 
production cost mtntmisation (Mills ( 1 972), 

R1chardson ( 1978) Ch 1 1 ). The spatial location 
chosen wtl1 depend on the pattern of factor prices 
(including the 1nfluence of transport costs). 
though 1t will also affect the finn's production 
decision. to the extent that factor proportions can 
be varied. The simultaneously chosen location 
and method of production will economise on the 
use of the spatially expenstve resource (for 
example land 1n the centre of cities). 

(9) The definition of the market underlying the 
approaches noted above is of a single centre. 
Hence profits are ma.xim1sed if the establishment 
ts located so that production costs inclusive of 
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transport are m1nJmlsed. More than one market 
centre with different levels of demand adds a 
further reflnement to the location decision-the 
gain 1n profit from locating at one must exceed the 
loss In profit from not locating at the other. 

( 10) These mechanismS can be combined In a 
generalised framework known as the pro./11 
maxfmt.Stng model (see Richardson ( 1969)). The 
key constructs needed are the space-revenue rrRl 
and apace-cost rrcJ functions. As their names 
suggest, they illustrate how revenue and cost vary 
by location. The space revenue cwve shows how 
(post tax) receipts vary over apace gtven a 
constant ex-works cost. wblle the apace cost curve 
sums the costs of factors and production 
processes at each aUocaUon. The aped.al cases of 
production cost m1nJm1Sat1on and revenue 
max1mtsation as criteria for proflt max1mtsation 
are gtven by flat space revenue and space cost 
curves, respectively. Plotting these functions 
together, as shown below, allows one to find the 
location which max1mtses profits (the maximum 
distance between the curves). 

A . ,  

"' 

1""---rtl 
1""---rtl 

•a 

( 1 1) The diagram also shows how a change 1n one 

of the functions TC 1 and TC2 can change the 

optlmal location. Evidently, the optimal location 
need not be either that of maximum revenue or 
min1mum cost, unless they happen to coindde. 
In addition, the diagram illustrates how 
demanding the location dedston may be 1n terms 
of triformatton. as 1n reaching a fully-informed 
decision all combinations of revenue-price and 
cost-output at all locations must be calculated .  
As well as being relevant for siting of a new 
enterprise, these mechanisms aTe also relevant 1n 
the case of a branch or subsidiary, in which case 
costs and revenues as a function of the location of 
the subsidiary in relation to other establishments 
of the enterprise must be taken into account. 
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( 12) The analysis can be refined by the inclusion 
of scale economies as detenntnants of plant 
location. Internal economies (at the level of the 
establishment) are relevant to choice of location of 
a firm which has the alternative of one large 
establishment or several small ones at dtfferent 
locations. Although locational factors as 
identified above may still be Important and might 
suggest a variety of plants given constant returns 
to scale. s1gntficant internal economies of scale 
may mean that the fum max1m1ses profit by 
disregarding them and concentrating production 
in a stngle plant. 

( 13) External economies of scale accrue because of 
the scale of the industry and not the size of its 
constituent firms. Once an industry exceeds a 
certain size in a given location. it may attract a 
variety of Institutions that enable it to obtain 
factors of production more cheaply and reliably. 
and to sell products more effectively. than would 
otherwise be the case. For example. there may 
develop a pool of local labour experienced In the 
techniques of the industry. local advertising and 
market organisations. co-operative r & d and 
specialist raw material markets. 01 

(14) In each of these cases of scale economies. 
there may be a point at which diseconomtes come 
into play. which will tend to repel rather than 
attract further expansion. A large establishment 
may become harder to manage: large scale 
economic activity in an area may require factors of 
production to be acquired at a greater distance 
and hence at greater expense. It may also lead to 
congestion on transport networks, resulting in 
increased transport costs to establishments. 

( 15) In addition to these refinements. there are 
various shortcomings and over-simplifications in 
the profit maximising model as presented here. 
appreciation of which are essential to 
understanding the motivations and constraints 
underlying location decisions. Perhaps the most 
important relate to sWlk costs. If a firm is 
already established in one location, there are 
likely to have been considerable expenditures on 
factors of production which are not transferable to 
other sites (buildings, land improvements) or only 
at considerable cost (labour, machines. electronic 
and computer systems) . Such costs entail a 
considerable degree of inertia in the location 

decision: a new location must not merely provide 
a greater un1t profit in a comparatJve staUc sense .  
but must also provide aufficient profit to 
compensate for the discounted present value of 
the new inVestments-and losses on exiSting 
tnvestmenta-that are neceuitated. Conversely. 
if sunk costs of location are zero the industry is 
"contestable'a1 in a location sense and any 
location 1s vulnerable to sudden "h1t and run" 
entry or departure. Related to sunk costs are 
tndtvtstbatttes: in many cases tt ts not possible to 
transfer margtna1 quantwes of business to a 
better location in order to optlm1Se. Instead. the 
new location must be profitable for a whole 
establishment, which parUcularly In the presence 
of internal economies of .ca1e may be large. 
Together, sunk costs and lndJvtsibilittes Imply 
that the location dec1s1on 1S typically not a 
marginal one (except In "contestable" industries 
as noted above) . The relatJve disadvantage of an 
existing location must be sizable in order to 
provoke a move. 

( 16) Nor are these the only problems. Given 
positive sunk costs, the choice of a new location 
entails a commttrnent over time. which means 
that the choice has an tnt.ertemporal aspect. Not 
only must the new location offer advantages now. 
but the firm must be confident that these w1.11 
remain-not always a simple decision when 
govenunent policy may be one of the inputs to 
costs or revenues at the different locations. 

( 17) lntertemporal aspects introduce the more 
general problem of uncertainty. It has already 
been noted that gathering information on all 
possible sites is likely to be extremely difficult. In 
addition, the firm may be uncertain as to the 
advantages of dtfferent sites. What will be the 
reaction of factor suppliers or of demand for the 
product to a new establishment? An additional 
source of uncertainty in the case of oligopoly if of 
course the likely strategic reaction of rivals to a 
change in location, which may affect supply and 
demand at the new location. 

(b) Empirical atudles 

( 18) Other criticisms have oTtgtnated from 
emptrtcal studies of location decisions. These 
suggest that firms are rather unsystematic in 
choosing new sites. typically only Investigating a 
few sites and often not performing costings or 

(I) A variant of external economies is agglontLration uonomies, which vary with the \Olal concentration of economic activity in an are.a .  
(2) See Baumol (1982). According to the theory of  contestable markets, many seeming oligopoly situations may be characterised by ccmpetitive behaviour on 

the pan of existing finns, because of the potential for new finns to enter in a "hit and run" manner in response to excess profits. Contestable markets may 
thus benefit both from dficient industrial structures and competitive behaviour. In order to induce competitive behaviour there has to be an absence of 
significant lags between a decision to enter and entry occurring, an instant response of demand to changing prices and an absence of losses on exit due 10 
SIUI/c costs (for eumple capital specific to the industry that cannot be used if the finn decides to withdraw). According to this theory, economies of scale 
need not be a barrier to entry; finns can produce at minimum efficient scale for a shon period and sell (storable) output over a long period. Contestability m 
tenns of location is perllaps more demanding than in tenns of product or market sector. For example movement of staff is unlikely to be costless. 
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financial evaluations rrownroe ( 197 1). Luttrel 
( 1962)) . While this can be rationalised as 
worthwhile economies in information gtven the 
costs of gathering tt, (te still potentially consistent 
wtth profit maximisatton). it might equally reflect 
bounded rationality. (te the firm often does not 
recognise the tmportance of the location aspect) 
(Hamilton ( 1974)). In empincal studies. the main 
identified cause of movement has been stress 
wtthtn the firm. such as pressure for space caused 
by growth of the firm. together with inadequate 
suppltes of local labour or existing premises 
(Townroe ( 1 97 1), Sant ( 1975)). Such repulsion 
factors were generally more Important than 
attraction to other sites. This findJng presents 
further difficulties 1n that it suggests growth 
rather than profit maximisation (in line with the 
managerial theory of the firm and divorce of 
ownership from control). The location theory 
developed here can be adapted. for example. to 
sales revenue maxtrn1satton-locatton would be at 
the peak of the space revenue curve-but the 
predicted location could be different from profit 
maximtsatton. 

( 19) The extent to which these empirical findings 
refute the neoclassical theory of location is open 
to dispute. As noted. limited search and crude 
evaluation technique may be consistent with 
profit maximtsation given high costs of search and 
large elements of uncertainty in financial 
evaluations of costs of transfers. Growth 
maximtsatton may be consistent wtth long-run 
profit maximtsation. and would st1ll take account 
of the basic market. cost and agglomeration 
variables of the proftt-maximtsing model. 

(20) Other empirical studies have cast light on the 
relative tmportance of the factors identified in the 
neoclassical model. These emphasis the 
self-perpetuating nature of the success of large 
economically viable regions (Latham ( 1976). 
Chalmers and Beckhelm ( 1976)). Key underlying 
factors are the locational pull of market and 
agglomeration economies. and the reluctance to 
transfer existing plant or establish new branches 
at great distance from such regions. Government 
regional policies have typically had a significant 
influence on location. though the size of the effect 
is open to dispute (Keeble ( 1976), Sant ( 1 975), 
Ashcroft and Taylor ( 1977), Moore and Rhodes 
( 1976)]. 

(c) Theory of multinational enterprises 
(2 1) The above discussion offers a generalised 
theory of firm location. However. some specialised 
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considerations may apply 1n the case of 
multtnattDnal enterprtses (MNEs) (for a sununary 
see Hood and Young ( 1979)). To bnefiy 
recapitulate the theory of MNEs: 1n tmperfect 
market situations flnns have tncenttves to 
intemaltse certain acttvtties within their 
organtsations ICoase (1937)). By this means they 
can exploit ownership-specific advantages such as 
technology. management skill, r & d and product 
dtfferenttation, and compete with firms in other 
countries which otherwise have inherent 
advantages such as familiarity with local market 
conditiOns and the legal framework. These 
tendencies are particularly marked for large firms 
with ready access to capital and oltgopoly at 
home. However, explanation of location abroad 
rather than competition by exports requires 
analysts of locational factors related to the host 
country. Those found particularly relevant in 
statistical analyses lsee Dunning ( 1973)) include 
tariff barriers of the host country. poltttcal 
stability. and "defensive" shifts to protect the 
position of the firm in an oligopoly (by setting up 
plant at locations where nvals have already 
established themselves) as well as variables 
identified in the analysis above such as market 
size and growth. relative labour costs and 
transport costs. However. Hood and Young 
concluded "it would be wrong to over-dramatise 
.. .. in reality MNEs may be only slightly less 
susceptible to locational inertia than other 
companies. Moreover. not all .... are in 'footloose' 
industries .. . .  many have high fixed investment on 
each site" (Hood & Young ( 1979). p 124). 

(22) To sununartse. the theory of the optimal 
location of firms suggests that the principal 
underlying factors are the supply (of factors of 
production). demand (for the product) and any 
external economies at a gtven site in relation tD 
alternative sites. Sunk costs of location at a 
gtven site provide a degree of inertia. as does a 
high level of uncertainty over future conditions 
elsewhere. Information problems mean in 
practice that only a few sites are likely to be 
investigated. Empirical studies highlight 
particularly the supply-side factor of "stress" at 
the existing location 1n precipitating movement. 
In the case of Multinational Enterprises tariff 
barners. political stability and strategic moves in 
oligopoly situations may also have a role to play. 
We now go on to focus on the locational choice of 
financial firms. examining in detail the 
implications for financial institutions of each of 
the principal factors influencing location. 
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3 Application to the financial firm 

(23) To what extent is the general theory outlined 
above applicable to the financial firm? The 
conclusion reached in this section. after a detatled 
assessment of each determinant of locational 
choice for financial ftnns. is that the same basic 
mechanisms are likely to be operative. However 
some refinements and caveats are required. as 
discussed 1n Section 4 below. 

(a) 8upply1lde lDfluencea 

(24) Among the principal factors of production for 
financialtnstituUons at a gtven location are rtghts 
of establishment, personnel, premises, machinery 
(computers, ATMs) and costs of funds-again 
relative to other locations. Rights of 
establishment or costs of licences require little 
further conunent-though deregulation (for 
example recent reforms in Canada and France) 
can increase the attractiveness of a location. 
Personnel must not only be of low cost but also 
reasonable quality or training-not typically the 
case in Ides, for example. Rates of personal and 
corporate taxation for which the firm needs to 
compensate should be low, unless they are 
compensated by better public services of benefit to 
financial institutions. The extent to which staff 
can be profitably employed (rather than regulatory 
form filling etc) is another important factor. 
Again. premises must be suitably adapted. 
although unlike manufacturing financial 
institutions can generally fit into existing 
buildings. For both personnel and offices. the 
marginal revenue product relative to cost is the 
appropriate decision variable, not cost itself. Cost 
and quality of personnel and premises obviously 
differ between locations. 

(25) Machinery by contrast may be classified as 
an ubiquitous factor, ie available at the same 
price everywhere. though transport costs may 
affect this in the more remote locations (offshore 
centres). Some would argue that technology 
embodied in machinery is increaSingly making 
location a matter of indifference. particularly for 
the more routine bookkeeping and clerical tasks 
associated with financtal intermedtaUon. Whether 
it could also lead to dispersion of dealing and 
decision making is less clear. For example, 
telecoms could aid concentration if one centre is a 
superior "hub" of a global network. It may be 
Impossible to benefit from technology without 

labour sk1lled enough to use tt-a potential 
problem in some offshore centres or Ides. An 
assessment of the impact of technology requires 
gauging Its relative importance vts-A-vts the other 
factors whose tmportance 1s likely to continue, a 
task which is attempted in this and the following 
section. Ftnally. the Importance of political and 
economic stabillty to location (given the 
importance of confidence to operatiOn of financial 
institutions and markets) should also be borne in 
mind. 

(26) Funds defined widely are perhaps the most 
tmportant supply side factor. As well as being 
determined by intrinsic factors related to tile 
demand and supply for loanable funds. the cost bf 
funds in any location is also a function of 
domestic re�ulation: if capital ratios. reserve 
asset ratios 11 or other regulations are more 
onerous in one location or for one nationality of 
firms than another, then the cost of funds is 
higher. The sanJe arguments apply to taxes such 
as stamp duty and withholding taxes (for example 
the stamp duty has hampered growth of financial 
activity in Switzerland). The efficiency of 
payments and settlements systems will also affect 
the overall cost of funds. 

(27) Taking a more general view of costs. 
regulations that distort or prevent competition, for 
example, which impose lim1ts on the range of 
activities of any financial institution (such as 
separation of conunerctal from investment 
banking in the United States and Japan) may 
raise costs-risk may be higher because there is 
less possibility of diversification. lntertemporal 
aspects are also important-firms must be 
confident that regulation will not change 
adversely. A capricious regulatory authority may 
be one of the greatest disincentives to location 1n 
a centre. On the other hand. all regulation should 
not be seen as purely a cost. Strong arguments 
can be adduced that strong regulation which 
provides consumer protection. and hence reduces 
the overall rtsk to depositors or investors. may 
actually depress the cost of funds (by contrast. 
weak regulation may operate to the detriment of 
certain offshore centres). In addition. if firms 
expect regulations to be tightened in all centres by 
international agreements such as capital 
convergence, there will be no incentive to change 

(I) These constitute a considerable discentive to international banking activity in several European countries. Indeed Grubel (1983) suggests that domestic 
reserve asset ratios are largely responsible for the growth of offshore banking. 
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location. Finally, there is a game-theoretic 
argument that 1t is always in ftnns' interests to 
argue regulation is too tight and to threaten to 
leave, even 1f they are unlikely to do so, in the 
hope of loosening regulation in the process111 
unless the regulation constitutes a restriction on 
entry. support of which1:11 may be rational for 
individual incumbent ftnns,131 or 1f regulation can 
reduce the risk premium ftnns need to pay for 
finance. 

(b) Demand 

(28) On the demand side financial flnns are ltkely 
to place a premium on ease of access to 
customers. modified by communications and 
technology. The continuing bnportance of branch 
networks suggests that this is at least the case for 
retail intermediation. For wholesale, the case is 
less clear from the point of view of an indMdual 
institution. Hence there is no longer a necessary 
connection between concentration of 
manufacturing and of finance. as the growth of 
entrepot financial centres has illustrated. In 
addition. as discussed below, the importance of 
access to customers may dtffer for primary and 
secondary markets. However. one factor that 
remains important on the demand side ts location 
in a time zone (see Hewson ( 1982) for the case of 
Singapore). 

(c) Stress 

(29) The "stress" factor highlighted above for 
manufacturing in terms of lack of physical space 
is probably less important for finance, given it can 
take over nearby buildings from other service 
industries at an appropriate rent. However, 
another type of stress may be important, namely 
the stress caused by such "shocks" as excess 
capacity in certain major centres since the equity 
market crash and the intensification of 
competitive pressures with 1992. Such abrupt 
changes in conditions can plausibly precipitate 
reassessment on the part of financial ftnns of 
their commitment to a gtven centre. 

(d) Sunk costa and lndivtslblllties 

(30) Sunk costs for financial institutions are 
sizable, particularly at the time of entry to a 
location or market ("start up costs") but are 
nonetheless perhaps less important than for 

manufacturing. Sunk costs are likely to Include 
traJntng and movement of labour, bnprovement or 
construction of premises (though it may be 
saleable to another 1nsUtuUon) and costs of 
application for licences and establishment rights. 
as well as potential loss of clientele and loss of 
"face" from Withdrawal from a site or market. 
Sunk costs of relationships may be the most 
sJgniflcant-locatlon In a new centre does not 
guarantee that relationships developed in the 
former centre W1ll continue to operate. 
Relationships may be more important for primary 
Issuing business than secondary trading. which 
would imply that the second 1s more "contestable" 
in terms of locatlon-flrms may enter or leave a 
location Without concern over breaking of 
relationships and consequent losses. Another 
example of a "contestable" sector In finance may 
be mortgage lending (see Davies and Davtes 
( 1984)). 

(31) Indivtsibllities are low, gtven the relatively low 
level of internal economies of scale-at least to an 
industrial establishment-in finance. 141 This has 
the consequence that it 1s economic for a firm to 
have branches in many centres, so it may be 
relatively easy to transfer business in a response 
to adverse changes in concltttons. Not that 
internal economies are entirely absent. Revell 
( 1987) suggested that indMdual units such as 
branches within a financial firm may obtain 
significant scale economies. A certain size of 
institution in terms of capitalisation may be 
needed to become a "major player" in, for 
example, securities markets. and it is ltkely to be 
advantageous for dealers, salesman, analysts etc 
to be In the same place and for decision making to 
be centralised. Clearing and settlement may also 
offer economies of scale. Finally, there may be 
considerable economies of scope in finance, ie 
joint 151 costs and joint demands161 between 
products. 

(e) External economies of scale 

(32) All of the factors enumerated so far suggest a 
somewhat greater degree of footlooseness for 
financial tnstltutlons than the generalised theory 
would suggest, although the barriers to movement 
should not be underestimated. In the case of 
external economies of scale very much the 

(I) The recent threat by a major Swiss bank to shift its securities operations away fr001 Switzerland if stamp duty is not abolished may fall into t.his category. 
(2) Technically a form of DUP (direct.ly unproductive profit seeking) behaviour. 

(3) Paradoxically, such regulation also increases the attraction of a location to entrants by leading to higher profit margins (Spain was an example before the 
recent deregulation). 

(4) It is argued below that forflMncial centres they are very high. 
(5) For example, shared buildings and management. 
(6) For example, for mongages and life insurance. 
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opposite is the case. Many of these external 
economies are related to Improvements in 
information flows-and hence more accurate and 
competitive pricing of financial services and 
instruments. For example, firms may be linked 
together by participation in organised markets 
whose liquidity (defined as enta1ling low dealing 
costs and rapid execution of large orders with 
minJmum disturbance to prices) and efficiency (in 
establishing price which reflect all 
available 1nformation)111 increases with the 
number of partictpants.121 Groups of markets 
themselves may be so closely inter-related that 1s 
ts hardly conceivable that they should operate 
other than in one place (for example short-term 
money markets). There may be joint membership 
facilities. 

(33) Even 1f firms do not operate in such markets. 
financial firms frequently enjoy close business 
contacts wtth each other, for example in loan 
syndication. Documents may frequently and 
speedily require dispatch. A group of trades and 
professions is likely to grow around a group of 
institutions to provide services-lawyers. 
accounts. actuaries. computer progranuners and 
consultants. (Lee ( 1986) discusses the advantage 
of Hong Kong over Singapore in syndicated-credits 
due to its legal skills.) Customers of financial 
institutions such as the central bank and 
industrial and conunercial companies may have 
offices in such centres. A supply of skilled labour 
becomes readily available to newcomers (at a 
price). More generally. a fund of expertise is built 
up and innovation is stimulated among a group of 
people wtth similar occupations and interests 
whose work brings them into close prox1m1ty. 
Research institutes. of benefit to all markets. may 
be set up. 131 

(34) There are many other advantages of 
proximity. Directors of financial firms often sit 
on several boards. and it is an economy of their 
time 1f their various activities are located together. 
Links wtth customers. in terms of familiarity wtth 

complex and changing needs, (for example in 
corporate finance) may be facilitated by location 
together. Finns in related actMties may need to 
be linked, for example, the lead manager and 
seller of bond tssue. Access to professional 
advisers and the central bank may equally be of 
Importance. Financlal tnstltutton.s often set up 
joint services for clearing and settlement.141 which 
especially where documents are concerned will 
lead to external economies of acale. Finally 
avoidance of mJsunderstandings aver transactions 
requires errors to be remedied quickly and 
without frtctlon-perhaps by close contact at a 
juntor level. 

(35) Equally, there may be external d1seconom1es 
to location together-discomfort of travelling. 
difficulty of parld.ng, noise and grtme. Arguably. 
there must become acute before they offset the 
economies of agglomeration. More seriously . 

common location may lead to excess capacity in 
markets.151 

(36) Economies of agglomeration are of some 
importance to finance. though perhaps less so 
than external economies. Conunuter railways. 
for example. may only be economic in large 
conurbations. A diversified set of economic 
activities in an area may offer ready customers for 
financial services, while sk.ills such as 
accountancy, law and management are useable 
both by finance and other sectors. 

(f) Strategic interactions 

(37) Given extemal economies of scale (together 
with the continued existence of protected 
markets, which enable cross-subsidisauon) 
strategic interactions may be an important 
determinant of the location of actMty in finance. 
For example the current level of financial activity 
in the City of London may be in part a product of 
predatory moves by firms (such as the Japanese) 
to capture markets-which has in turn entailed 
excess capacity. It may be the case that such 
predatory practices will also tnfluence the 

(1) Given the fundamental imponance of infonnation gathering to financial activity, this pcant implies that profitability for many finns will be lower or negative 
away from a major financial centre (in tenns of the diagram in seaion 2, TR and TC aoss). 

(2) Convendy, any market fragmentation poses a threat to fmancial centres. 
(3) As an empiric.al example of external econcmies, which rupports this analysis, an empiric.alstudy by the EIU (1964) found that most financial finns locating 

in Lollldo11 did so for coiiiQct with werNJl orga11iultioi'IS. The types of contact which �included were categorised by Dunning and Moraan (1966) as 
follows. Fim, "knowledge in a hurry" describes the advantages in tenns of information �close contact between fiJ\&nciaJ finns, for example dealers in 
markets subject to rapid price change. One location is a trading floor-but even in a screen-based syllem frequent telephone calli supplemented by personal 
contacu are an imponant conduit for this type of contact. While such personal contact remains imponant, there is good reason for fiJ\&nciaJ finns 10 locate 
together. Second, there is building of confidence. In many fmancial markets conuacu are made by won! of mouth, face to face (futures) or on telephones 
(other securities markets). This facilitates speed and economy in transactions but requires mutual confidence, to which close penonal contact may have 
much to contribute, even when the principals are large finns. Observed patterns of trading location suggesu that the degree to which mutual confidence is 
imporant may depend on the extent to which the product is a homogenous commodity-hence contact is less imponant for forex than securities, and 
seconduy than primary trading. In non-homogeneous instrumenu financial trading relationships have the characteristics of a "repeated game" -where the 
discipline on cheating (for example, the intennediary deliberately selling a mispriced security to the investor) is loss of business in the future. 

(4) Though Euroclear and Cede! (which are paperless) are not in major trading centres-because of withholding taxes and restrictions on securities lending in 
major centres. 

(5) To the extent that all markets are not completely globalised. 
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equllibrtum level of activity at the location. given 
the importance of "network" links between ftnns. 

(t) IDalthta from the theory of multlnatlonal 
enterprise• 

(38) The extent to which the locational theory of 
multinational enterprises (MNEs) offers additional 
tnstghts for finance to those outlined above is 
unclear (for a summary of the theories of 
expansion of international banking networks see 
Park and Zwtck ( 1 985). also Campayne ( 1 990)). 
MNE theory 1s clearly relevant to finance in terms 
of the frequent use of ownership spec1ftc 
advantages developed at home (such as 
commercial contacts With domestic head offices of 
MNEs. or financial irulovations) to aid penetration 
of new markets; use of oltgopoly situations at 
home to cross subsidise entry to new markets or 
centres; and the tendency of mass shifts to occur 
into centres or markets apparently for defensive 
reasons. In the discussion above of determinants 
of location of financial firms, political stability and 
relative regulatory factors have been cited. sim1lar 
to those for multinationals in paragraph 2 1. 

4 Some caveats to the analysis 

(a) Technology 

(40) Three caveats to the discussion in Section 3 
must be borne in mind-the role of technology. 
the varying needs of different types of financial 
institution and the distinction between location of 
markets and firms. The key question regarding 
technology is whether it can completely offset the 
benefits of financial concentration, via audio 
visual links, automatic trading systems etc on a 
global basis. and make departure sufficiently 
attractive to offset the sunk costs.131 As noted 
above. it has already led to a dispersal of routine 
functions to outlying regions. In principle, video 
links could also offset some of the benefits of 
concentration in dealing and decision making. 
However. it seems less likely that all of the 
external benefits141 of concentration as outlined 
above could be offset in this way. Useful 

(39) There are also contrasts between 
determinants of location for multinational 
financial ftnns (for brevity. MNFs) and 
multinational manufacturing firms. In the 
absence of locational advantages to host countries 
such as labour costs. marketing factors and trade 
barriers MNEs would export and not set up plant 
offshore. In contrast. it can be argued that in the 
case of finance the need for contacts, 
relationships etc between financial firms as 
outlined above is fundamental and (lacking 
technological advance) Ss always likely to lead 
ftnanc1al ftnns in certain markets to locate 
together'll-although not necessartly near their 
customers. Largely for this reason121 it is 
suggested that the theory of MNEs does not 
capture the unique features of finance and 
international financial centres, financial ftnns are 
not typical multinational enterprises. and gtven 
the global status of their markets these are best 
analysed in terms of a suitably adapted version of 
the generalised theory of ftnn location, as outlined 
in this paper (for a contrasting view see 
Campayne ( 1990)). 

distinctions, as noted above, may be between 
primary and secondary trading; between 
"commodity" (forex, govenunent bonds) and 
"specialised" (equities) secondary trading and 
between "advice" and trading. Given the lesser 
need for relationships and personal contacts for 
secondary trading, especially for "commodities". 
technology may be more able to offset the external 
benefits of a given location for secondary than for 
primary and specialised trading. Finally, as 
noted, the benefits of technology need to be seen 
in connection with the availability of labour 
skilled enough to use it. This may 11mit 
dispersion of finance to advanced countries. 

(b) Different typea of lnatltutlon 

(4 1) Different types of financial institutions dtffer 
in their needs for the external benefits of location 

(I) This view ccntrasts with that of Giddy (1983) who suggested in the absmce of regulatory barrien and ocher imperfections in international financial malkets 
all international banking would be purely "arms length" (ie ccnducted from a home base with minimum presence offshore). 

(2) Other contrasts include the fact that MNEs often create external economies, while for MNFs this is a major attraction of a financial centre. MNEs shift to 
avoid trade barriers in the host country, while international financial centres benefit from their absmce. For an MNE the attraction of offshore location is 
often malket size in the host country-for an MNF in an international financial centre the attraction is ability to service the global mm et. While an MNE 
often takes advant.age of cheap local labour, an MNF will import its own or in any case pay the world price for local skilled labour. Finally, although MJI.'Fs 
do t.ake

. 
advantag: of advantages "d:veloped internally" within the firm they als� often �hift to financial centres in order to d�v�/op such advantages (eg 

reput.auon and skills) and any techntcal advantages (eg new tnstnlments) are easily oop1ed. Advant.ages of "internalisation" within the firm are often panly 
superseded for regulatory reasons by need for "Chinese Walls" and separate capit.alisation. 

(3) Or alternatively, whether given its ubiquity,technology sharply increases the leverage of other factors. 
( 4) Such as a common pool of skills; innovation and research; confidence building; multiple directorships; personal cont.acts with customers; access; resolution 

of misunderstandings. 
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together. This may be seen emptrtcally 1n tht 
UnJted Kingdom by the dispersed location of 
building societies. some tendencies 1n the same 
diTecUon for (head offices of) banking and 
tnsurance. but the conttnutng concentration of 
securities ftrms. Such tendencies are IJnked to 
use of technology. the nature of transactions. 
skilled labour requirements. the importance of 
external economies, etc. They suggest that the 
degree of footlooseness of financial firms Is 
variable. Equally. foreign firms may be more 
likely to move than domestic firms. gtven the pull 
of their own domesUc customer bases and the 
lesser cormnJtment to the country m question. 
Stmllar patterns are observable in continental 
European countries. 

(42) More detailed suggesUons regardtng 
tnfluences on the competitiveness of a location for 
the different types of financial institution are 
given 1n Economists Advisory Group ( 1984). 
Effects of these on the dispersion or concentration 
of world markets can be gathered from the tables 
In Appendix 1 .  For example for banking 1t was 
suggested that freedom from regulation ts less 
tmportant than external economies such as 
expertise developed over time; depth and breadth 
of money markets; close links With other financial 
and trading actMties and the array of ancillary 
services available. It was also suggested that the 
idea that tntemattonal banking has a ''home" Ue 
that they prefer 1f possible to do International 
business from their home countries) is a fallacy. 
As an example. the rates for offshore dollars 1n the 
IBFs 1n New York are no cheaper than 1n 
eurocurrency markets in other financial centres. 
Forex is closely bound up With the presence of an 
International banking centre. though also the 
demand for forex business 1n the relevant time 
zone and the availability of forward or derivative 
hedging ID¥kets. Securities trading was thought 
to be attracted by turnover in the matn markets. 
listing of international securities. clearing and 
settlement. consumer protection and flexibility of 
regulation. Insurance benefits from the presence 
of organised insurance markets (eg Lloyd's) . the 
presence of broking ftrms and readily accessible 
banking, legal and other support services. 
However, information technology (TI1 may be 
Particularly able to disperse InSurance, as 
evidenced by the dispersed nature of Insurance 
markets m the United States. Trs development 

may thus reduce the need for eeographscally 
concentrated markets. 

(c) lutltutlou aa4 markets 
(43) The dUicuuton ao far has largely been 
couched m terms of an tndMdual Orm'a location 
decision. However. some of the analya1s has 
related to markets rather than flrms. and tt is 
uaeful to draw these vartous suggestions together. 
Ease of access to customers may be less 
important for wholesale than for retail financial 
intermediation. Second. it was suggested that 
relationships may be more M'lportant for prtmary 
tasulng than secondary trading. Moreover. the 
nportance of mutual confldence m markets may 
vary wtth the homogeneity m the product: hence 
contact may be leas tmportant in secondary 
markets for fore:x than 8eC\lrtUes. Third. 
relationships may be more jmportant for advice 
than trading. Multiple locations of firms may be 
able partly to offset the sunk cost and 
tndtvtslbiltty problems of movtng business at the 
margin, which would occur 1f the market centre 
shifts or becomes dispersed. Finally. technology 
can facilitate dispersal of the location of market 
trading. One can conclude there is a spectrum of 
footlooseness among markets. dependent on the 
Importance of contact. availability of technology 
etc .01 Markets may 1n general be more footloose 
than firms though 1n the long run. of course. 
shifts 1n markets' locations may be an tmportant 
factor 1n ftrms' own location decisions. An 
illustration of this tendency may be the shift of 
eurobond and some other securities markets from 
European centres to London 1n recent years. and 
the later shift of tntermedtartes such as Deutsche 
Bank, BNP and Credit Lyonnats. 

(44) On the other hand, lt should be noted that 
many of the factors noted above. particularly 
some of the external economies. do not relate 
specifically to markets and would continue to 
attract firms to centres even 1f markets were 
totally footloose (ancillary aervtces. the body of 
skilled labour and expertise, business contacts) . 

(45) Finally. lt should be noted that the discussion 
above is largely set m terms of the costs and 
benefits of movtng away from a location. 
Although considerations are stm1lar for movtng to 
a centre 1t should be borne 1n mind that given 
relative benefits the sunk costs (or this case "start 
up costs") argument then constitutes a 

(I) An eumple o( these pauems is that sales and trading of international bonds both became concentrated in major czntres 111ch as London after Big Bang. 
However, there is now a tendency fo• sales (which requires close liaison with investor customers) to be distributed t.ck to the various countries of the 
inveaor base. Trading n:m�ins c:onczntrattd in cznt� sudl as London, as this off en benefits in ltnns cl oo-«dination and control of risk for the flJTTl in 
question (t:Uspilt the pocential f .>r ttc:hnology to aid dispersion of trading). 
McKinsey, reported in the Economist (1988) have put forward

. 
similar ideas in ltnns of " core" maricets such as fo�x and "peripheral" ones such as corporate 

advice, wht� the importance of �lationships as opposed to pnce mcruses towards the penphery. 
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disincentive to movtng to the centre. To attract 
business. a centre must show greater benefits 
that lt must to avoid losing u. though as noted 
above, the shifts required may be more marginal 

for "contestable" .ectors such as trading (eg 
Gennan govenunent bonds) than prtmary market 
actMty and other types of flnanctal services. 

5 Factors underlying the development of financial centres 

(46) The sections above have suggested that 
external economies are the key Influence on the 
location of many financial institutions. though 
costs and demand factors at the level of an 
individual establishment and the Importance of 
the nature of markets in which firms parttctpate 
should not be disregarded. External economies 
are precisely what international financial centres 
have to offer. In this section the causes of 
development of centres are assessed and related 
to the location theory noted above (see also 
Kindleberger ( 197 4) .  Reid ( 1 98 1 ) .  Scholey ( 1 986)) .  
A vtew 1S developed as to  the most likely threats to 
financial centres. Emp1r1cal data 1llustrating the 
relattve size of financial centres are given in 
Appendix 1 .  

(a) Some teneral considerations 

(4 7) At a most baste level. a financial market can 
develop where there 1S an agent or sector in 
financial surplus and an agent or sector in deficit . 
ThiS allows an intermediary sector to develop . 
which gtven the various benefits of agglomeration 
noted above is likely to be grouped in a financial 
centre. Most countries have a domestic centre of 
thiS type. Widening the focus to an tntemattonal 
level. the surplus and deficit sectors may be 
geographically d11Jerent1ated . Although 
hiStorically major financial centres have tended to 
develop at points of capital export (London in the 
1 9th century; Tokyo; New York exporting captal to 
the West tn the 1 9th century) the continuing 
importance of London and the development of 
offshore centres such as Hong Kong show that 
capital export is no longer an essential feature of a 
financial centre-though 1t may help in its 
development. 

(48) There are several reasons why financial 
centres have become less dependent on the 
economy of their host country. Economists 
Advisory Group ( 1 984) noted that since the 
Second World War no country has been a regular 
exporter of capital for decade after decade (as the 
United Kingdom was in the nineteenth century). 1 1 1  

and hence borrowing and lending of financial 

Institutions have become an entrepot trade. 
mob111slng 88v1Jlgs wherever they can be found. 
Second, no currency has had the dominant role 1n 
world trade that sterling once had, and there 1s no 
longer a close link between the currency in which 
trade 1s Invoiced and the country in which 1t 1s 
financed. Th1rd, there are no longer close l1nks 
between the currency in which securities are 
denominated and the country In which they are 
isSued. owned and traded. For example trading of 
many continental European shares owned by 
European investors occurs in London. These 
factors have entailed the development of 
multinational financial institutions. willing to 
locate in any centre rather than being tied to a 
domestic base. 

(49) Other general factors behind the development 
of international financial centres can also be 
identified. though none are all embracing and 
there are generally exceptions. There would 
include deregulation of Tights of establiShment 
and of domestic markets. which besides 
encouraging entry may lead to increased 
competition and efficiency. thus attracting 
business. Of course until recently Tokyo has 
been a counter example. Absence of capital 
controls may also be important-though London 
thrived prior to 1979. Polltical stability. the prior 
existence of commercial trading facilities. a good 
local education system and liberal immigration 
rules for trained staff of foreign finns are also 
permissive factors. In addition. in order to 
survive, international financial centres need to 
develop an essential adaptabQty to change . 

(b) AD approach based on the theory of 
IDduatrlal locatlon 

(50) It may be suggested. however, that rather 
than relying on a s1milar set of detenntnants tn 
each case, international financial centres have 
tended to evolve on the basiS of diverse sets of 
causal factors and then (given an existing 
tendency towards globallsaUon) grow tn a 
selfsusta.ining manner on the basis of ext.ema1 
economies of scale and economies of 
agglomeration. These have already been 

( I )  Though intemalional investment has been gruter than at any time since World War I, thus providing business for international financial institutions. 
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enumerated; however. one may also dMt!� them 
lnto st.attc and dynamic ecanomtes. Static 
economies such as the existence of conunuter 
railways do not tend to increase the attractiveness 
of a centre as tt grows, though obviously only 
when the centre 1s a certain size w1ll such eervit..-es 
tend to develop. By contrast. the benefits artstng 
from contacts. partlcipation 1n markets etc. 
1nerease with the number of firms 1n the loca11ty.U1 
For example, a ftnandal centre such as London 
establlsh1ng a market tn a ftnandal tnstrument 
that 1s btgget"' than Us rtvals such as Parts and 
Frankfurt can, by offering the benefits of l1qutd1ty 
and efficiency. attract business, and secure more 
acale economies 1n a cumulative manner. In 
add1Uon. beyond a certain stze there w1l1 be a self 
perpetuating crtUcal mass of sldlls and ae!Vices at 
the disposal of flnns entering flnandal centre. 
Reputation will also develop over Ume. It can be 
suggested that beyond a certain stze. the growth 
of financial centres may become self perpetuating 
even 1f the 1n1tial moUvation for growth (such as a 
domestic financial surplus) has disappeared. 
Ftnns will continue to be attracted given the 
number of finns already there; equivalently. as 
the number of f1nns increases so will the margtnal 
benefit to new entrants. thus attracting entrants 
whose marginal costs were previously too high to 
encourage entry. 131 Business will be concentrated 
in such centres.  smaller centres will lose business 
and new centres will find 1t hard to become 
established. 

(5 1) A recent example of such tendencies for 
cumulative concentration relates to the fact that 
non-financial companies wtth wide-ranging 
financial acUvities-active treasury departments 
in particular-see an incentive in locating in 
well-developed centres such as London; this in 
turn increases the attractiveness of the place for 
banks and other financial institutions etc. By 
contrast. the lack of critical mass in the Parts 
financial centre operated to its disadvantage
major multinationals did not see any interest in 
coming to Parts due. tnter alia. to the relative lack 
of sophlstication of banking services. thus 
hindering the gJ"O\Yth of the centre. 

(52) Given such tendencies. why should ftnanctal 
ftrms leave mqjor centreS? D1seconom1es of 

congestion and hJgh factor e<*S (office apace) 
could be factora.141 though tJghtening of regulation 
la likely to be more threatening. Govermnent 
aubs1d1es (including prderentJal tax treatment) to 
other centres may make other centres more 
attracUve. Technological factors could lead 
markets to ahlft or disperse. Put more ,enerally. 
ahhough economies of agglomeration are 
tmportant to growth of ftnanc1al centres and to 
the location decisions of tndMdual firms. they do 
not overr1de the other inputs to a firm's location 
decision, 8Ufilciently adverse developments in 
which could lead flrms to reconsider their current 
location 

(53) One may d1sttngu1ah between ae(fstabilistng 
and aelf-retrJ{orct11iJ aw•• and usoc:tated 
consequences of relocation. For example. high 
office rents or houstng prices, usumJng they are 
the sole disincentive factor, may be self 
stabilising. If firms leave due to high rents. rents 
will fall. thus attracting other firms previously at 
the margin of decision. On the other hand there 
are arguments that departures for any reason. for 
example tighter regulation/taxation relative to 
other centres. or political Instability. may lead to 
further departures in a cumulative manner.151 The 
dynamic benefits identified above-contacts. 
participation in markets. the critical mass of skills 
-could easily be lost in a cumulative way 
whereby each departure makes the centre less 
attractiVe to others already established there. On 
balance. the cumulative factors are perhaps more 
likely to be relevant than self stabilising. although 
there is clearly a moderate rate of departure that 
could be sustained without provoking large scale 
withdrawals. This Implies that the best way to 
matntain an tntematiDnal ftnancial centre ts to 
avoid provoktng departures on anything but a 
minor scale. The history of financial centres 
(Beirut. Panama) shows the relevance of this 
argument. 

(54) Technology may. of course. change the 
economics of financial centres too. As well as 
those factors outlined above for the lndtvidual 
financial firm or market, 1t can also determine the 
number of centres able to exist in the world. It 1s 
often suggested that giVen large economies of 
scale, the globallsatlon of markets and the 8-hour 

(1) Thus, in term a � the diagram in Sectim 2. wiclenin& the aap between !lplce-t"eVenue and space--<:OCt a�rves 11 this point only. and JW1'0'Nin& i1 at other 
poinu. 

{2) Or, in the ru:cnt cue of German aovemment bonds, which off en derivatives aud! as fuw�s which a� not available in the home mariceL 
(3) This pane m justifies a "bandwagon" effecu where numerous firms copy others' location decisions. For entry to centres, wililce entry to individual mariccu, 

such behaviour may be rational. 
(4) Docklands have proved 111 imponant safety valve for the City of London. 
(S) In addition, the more equal the burdens o( �aulation/laxation � belwecn cen�s (as has been the &endency tu�enlly), the J!Uier the leveraae a ringle 

adverse measu� may have. 
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working day enforce a maximum of three on the 
number of international financial centres where 
previously many more could substst.01 Three may 
also be a m1n1mum, as long as it ts preferred to 
work in daylight and the major economic regions 
(United States. Far East, Europe) each require a 
'1ocal" centre. However. this need not be 
immutable. Information systems can and are 
increasingly used to link markets in different 
financial centres as well as l1nk1ng participants in 
one market (for example, the tntroduCUon of 
24-hours futures trading by Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange) . If technology could be developed 1n 
this way suftldently to offset the benefits of 
concentration. the business of the major centres 

could begtn to be dlspersed in re�nse to any 
adverse cost or demand tnfiuences. 

(55) To aummarlse, this aecUon suggests that 
external economies of acale, which can lead to 
aelf-austaJ.ning growth, may be the major factor 
underlytng development of financial centres 
whatever the initial atJmulus to development 
(history, deregulation. a centre for trade) . The 
cumulattve nature of external economies. 
however. also auggests that such a process of 
growth could go into reverse, which Implies a need 
for cauUon on the part of the authortUes in 
causing or acqulesdng 1n a worsening of 
conditions. 

6 An alternative approach based on oligopoly theory 

(56) Using the analysts above as background, and 
draWing on Davts ( 1 988). further light may be cast 
on the development of international financial 
centres and associated location of firms by 
pursuing an analogy between an international 
financial centre and a large diversified finn in an 
oligopoly'21 charactelised by increasing returns to 
scale and of scope . and with large sunk costs.131 

Thus in this section. the "finn" or "agent" ts the 
centre itself and the "market" is for location of 
financial actMty. The diversified activities are 
subject to strong "synergies". 141 Obviously the 
analogy 1s imperfect: there 1s no strong central 
management of such centres (though govenunent 
and central bank play a part) . and centres cannot 
decide autonomously to raise external funds, 
while time zone differences may 11m1t somewhat 
the degree of competition. particularly in the case 
of certain continuously-traded secondary markets 
such as forex. 

(a) The Importance of IDcreaaiDI retuma to 
Kale 

(57) First, such a "market" is typically d{fJicult jor 
smaller centres to· penetrate. given they lack the 
benefits of size and diversification in terms of 
average costs which result from increasing 
returns to scale and scope. Unless they can 

attain an (extremely high) m.Jn1mum eflkient 
scale. they will find that all business for which 
there 1s a free market may tend to gravitate to 
maj or centres. The advantages in terms of 
average costs are reinforced by intertemporal 
dependencies on the cost (expertise) and demand 
(reputation) sides. and by what are implicitly 
strategic investments-research by institutes or 
firms on the cost stde and product differentiation 
on the demand side. The sunk costs of financial 
finns already established in major financial 
centres. as well as uncertainty. lack of 
information and other obstacles to movement of 
firms outlined in Section 2, will also tend to act as 
barriers to entry of new international centres. 

(58) A related argument-implicitly an aspect of 
increasing returns to scale-is the degree tD which 
fixed costs are shared between markets or 
institutions. This includes not merely 
infrastructure investment such as payments and 
settlements systems, but also shared research . 
traJnJng of the sk1lled labour force. and even the 

central bank. This reinforces the major centres' 
dominant posttions-vartable costs of markets 
and tnstituUons are shared over lower fixed costs 
than if they stood alone. Alternatively. htgh fixed 
costs of superior technology. whtch increases 
competitiveness. may more easily be financed 

( I)  More than three markets may of c:oune be auN.ined in certain non-hornogeneooa products lllcil u oil. Sunk c:cliU ariaing frcrn hinoric:al development may 
alao Jud to multiple c:entl"e$ in one time zone, if they are accompanied by specialisation (eg New Y oric (banking and sea�rities) and Chicago (futures and 
options)] thou� the equilibrium may be unstable. 

(2) Indeed, given the restrictions on competition arising from time zones, they almost qualify as "natur.l monopolisu" given ai!Tent technology (unique maxim• 
and minima of space-revenue and space�sl, respectively). 

(3) ie capiw specific to the industry, the presence of which prevents other centres setting up in the industry rapidly and cosLlessly (the conditions for pure 
contes!.lble markets, ace Baumol ( 1 982), Mayer (1 985) thus do not obLiin]. 

(4) These synergies comprise extenal economies of scale for the individual institutions; eca�omies of sc:ale (size of market.s) and of scope (divenity of linked 
market.s) for the centre as a whole. 
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when activity ts greater. Lower fixed costs or 
superior technology enable penetration of new 
markets to be carried out more easily. The latter 
is also. of course. facilitated by the dominance of 
many financial markets by conglomerates. who 
can cross subsidise market penetration from 
earnings on other activities. 

(59) In the light of these advantages to major 
centres. tf smaller centres are to survive. 
goyenunent financial incentives may be required 
(for example lower taxes or easier 
regulations)-though the structural analysts 
suggests such "infant industry" assistance may be 
unavaJ.lJ.ng. More generally. tt 1s of interest to note 
that increasing returns to scale Imply tt may be 
economically efficient for flnancial activity to be 
co�trat.ed tn mqJor centres.01 

(b) Llmlta to collusion 

(60) If market penetration is difficult . tt is 
nevertheless the case that the major flllancial 
centres have been unable to exert strong market 
power. exploiting customers by charging high 
mark-ups over cost. Several explanations can be 
offered .  First, although other centres have been 
unable to gain a large market share they 
nevertheless offer a degree of actual or potential 
competition to global centres-a threat which has 
increased with the growing liberalisation of 
markets and improved technology.12l Second. the 
customers of international financial concerns 
have gatned stronger market power in terms of 
ability to sWitch between centres. information 
about different centres. and the relative 
importance of ongoing relationships between final 
users and financial centres. In general . financial 
intermediaries in each centre now have larger 
sunk costs in such relationships than the 
end-users. so the latter can no longer be 
"exploited". This has been linked to the process of 
institutionalisation of financial markets and the 
growing size and sophistication of corporate 
clients. Third, the major centres have not reached 
collusive agreements on price fixing. in contrast to 
industrial oltgopolies where such agreements are 
often present (one exception may be international 
agreements on prudential standards) . 

(6 1 )  Indeed. the major centres often act in a 
directly non-co-operative manner. Taxation or 
other costs may be lowered 1n order to gatn or 
avoid losing business-which may lead to a level 
of taxation or regulation below the social 
optimum. Given an interest in market 
penetration of other centres by their own firms. 

centres often apply threats and counter threats. 
where the threats tend to be in terms of 
establtshment rights (rectproctty) rather than 
pricing as Is more typical of tndustrtal olJgopoltes 
(predatory pricing). There ts. of course. a 
dichotomy between the interests of the financial 
centre itself and of national ftrms. The former 
may not be best served by reciprocity arguments 
but tnstead by openness to establtshrnent of all 
corners and low costs (in terms of regulation. 
taxation, local costs etc). 

(c) DecUne of utural monopoUea 

(62) Oligopoltes or monopolies backed by 
increasing returns to scale and sunk costs are 
typically extremely tenacious. They can often 
survive changes in market conditions by vtrtue of 
their reputation. experttse or by cross 
subsidtsation from continuing profitable activities. 
Some, however. have fallen. The ways tn which 
such "natural" oligopolies have been broken 
historically gtves further insight into threats to 
financial centres. Often they have been overtaken 
by technical change which renders their product 
obsolete (trading floors) or lowers the barriers to 
entry arising from sunk costs (video links and 
other advances in telecommunications) . 
Alternatively. well capitaltsed firms in other 
Industries (countries) may cross subsidise entry. 
Regulatory changes in the home country or 
elsewhere may facilitate entry. Entry 1n any of 
these cases will be easier if the oligopoltsts allow 
costs to rise unduly (taxation. regulation) as a 
result of their "secure" position. 

(63) Some caveats to this analysts are , of course . 
in order. Smaller financial centres can survive in 
"niches" in the market. These include activities 
that require a great deal of local lmowledge and 
contacts. such as corporate finance for smaller 
ftrms. as well as locally-protected or 
long-establtshed markets (domestic bond markets 
in European countries fall Into most of these 
categories) . Also the benefits of domtnant 
financial centres such as increasing returns to 
scale do not necessarily extend to all the markets 
established there. Some of these may be of 
sub-optimal scale and hence unable to gain world 
status. The futures and options markets in 
Europe (tn competition with those in the United 
States) may be a case in point (see Table 1 .4 in 
Appendix 1 ) .  

(64) To summarise. analysis of financial centres 
as monopoltsts or oltgopollsts With increasing 
returns to scale and large sunk costs offers a 

( I )  This argument applies most strongly when there is no deviation of private from social cost-an assumption disputed in Section 7 below . 
(2) Implicitly, the market for location of financial activity has become more contestable. 
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number of further tnsJghts tnto the structure and 
dynamJcs of the "market" for location of ftnandal 
actMty. In particular. tt shows clearly why such 
a market ts difficult for small centres to penetrate 
as well as potnttng out the welfare benefits of 

concentration of flnanctal actiVIty. It also offers 
some reasons why centres have been unable to 
exert market paper and how they might 
decltne-partJcularly technJcal change and 
willingness to allow costs to rise. 

7 What are the net benefits of an international financial centre? 

(65) The second question related to the future of 
International flnanctal centres ts the level of net 
benefits accrutng to the domestic economy as a 
result of actJvity of the centre, and hence the 
losses should the centre cease to be of global 
tmportance. If they are low. the authontles have 
no reason for concern. It 1s thus relevant bnefly 
to set out the ma1n benefits and costs of an 
International flnandal centre. and suggest their 
likely magrutudes. Some underlying empirical 
evidence on the macroeconomic importance of a 
typical flnanctal centre (London) 1s gtven 1n 
Appendix 2 ._ 

(a) Beneftta 

(66) The benefr.ts Include. the pecuniary benefits 
to the balance of payments rrable 2.3) and tax 
revenues. There is also a welfare gatn from trade 
tn flnanctal services if the domestic comparative 
advantage leads to an Improvement 1n the overall 
terms of trade. A financial centre makes a heavy 
contnbution to employment rrable 2.2). both 
directly and tn ancUlary services. though this 
benefit 1s greatest 1f there was preViously 
unemployment. One could add the benefits of a 
dynamic financial centre to growth. 1n terms of 
productMty. technical progress. the multiplier 
effect (tn underemployment equil1br1um) and 
supply of funds. Efficient capital markets should 
contribute to the optimal allocation of funds and 
hence the supply-side of the economy. On the 
other hand. 1n the absence of exchange controls 1t 
1s unlikely that the presence of absence of a 
financial centre leads to a lower cost of capital for 
the corporate sectDr as a whole.111 unless there is 
also a shift from oligopoly to competition among 
financial Institutions. 

(67) Ai full employment. welfare gatns depend on 
the social productlvtty of finance vts-a-vts other 
employment. It 1s natural to assume they are 
equal; although even 1f soctal productiVIty 1s the 
same. costs of adjustment mean the decline of a 
financial sector cannot be VIewed as a matter of 

tndJJference. On the other hand. to the extent 
that the analysts above. that a global centre ts an 
oligopolist or even a natural monopoly 1n 1ts own 
time zone, ts correct, the returns to the domestic 
economy may partly be characterised as monopoly 
rent. This means that 1f the centre were to be 
dispersed. the benefits dertved could not be 
completely replaced by redeployment of resources 
1n a competitive tndustry. 

(68) It 1s tnappropnate to measure the benefits of 
a financial centre merely by summtng value-added 
(the measure shown 1n Appendix 2 Table 2. 1) .  

For the benefits of a centre are unequal to the 
measured market value of services provided for at 
least three reasons. First. some of the benefits 
(and costs) constitute externalities. whtch are not 
paid for directly. Second. the benefits to users of 
goods or services may exceed the pnce paid 
because this 1s determined by the price needed to 
attract the marginal user (consumer surplus). 
Third. as noted above. the factors could be 
employed in other ways (opportunity costs) . 

(b) Costa 

(69) Some of the dtsadiXU'I.t.ages of hosting a maJor 
financial centre relate to the diseconomies of 
agglomeration. Congestion 1n transport systems 
may become endemic, necessitating sizable 
expenditures of public funds. House pnces. 
wages and rents may be higher than desirable. 
(landlords or wage earners expropriate producers' 
surplus. which may be seen as undesirable) 
especially if comparabllity sets off 1nflation 1n the 
rest of the economy. Regional imbalances of 
poverty and prospenty may be exacerbated. 
Finance may cream off some able tndMduals. who 
may be more soc1ally productiVe 1n 
manufacturing. More generally. there can be no 
presumption that the level of financial actiVIty in a 
country will be socially opttmal (see Mayer ( 1 986)).  

(70) Even if there 1s no market failure.121 the 
economy may face risk due to greater 

( I )  There may nonetheless be distributional effecu. Large finm may be indiffem11 10 their location in respect 10 cenlres, but small firms Lnd households may 
benefit from the nearby location of financial ca!ITeS. 

(2) In the economic sense that a system of market pricing fails 10 allocat.e resources optimally. 
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specialisation (In finance) . There are other 
concerns of particular relevance to central banks. 
There may be undesirable macroeconomic effects 
from the free avatlabtlity of credit (by removtng 
liquidity constraints on consumers it reduces the 
leverage of macroeconomic policy-particularly 
fiscal policy-on consumers' expenditure) . 
Monetary management of the economy may 
become more d.lfficult. Financial instability and 
the danger of systemic risk may increase with a 
more complex financial structure. It should be 
noted that most of these costs are externalities, te 
there 1s no pecuniary compensation paid. 
However. they must also be evaluated and set 
against the benefits. 

8 Conclusions 

(73) This paper has discussed 1n detail the 
determinants of financial firms' location decisions, 
thus providing a framework for the analysis and 
evaluation of factors thought to tnfluence the 
development of International financial centres. 1 1 1  
The key points may be sununartsed brtefly. The 
main influences on the location of firms are factor 
costs and demand for the product of an tndMdual 
firm, together with any external effects, sunk 
costs and indivisibilities. For financial firms. 
external economies of scale are likely to be 
particularly important, though regulation and 
technology (which affect costs and demand) are 
also likely to be of relevance. The importance of 
such external economies means growth of major 
financial centres may be self sustatnlng. to the 
detriment of smaller centres. Such a process may 
be Visualised 1n terms of the development of an 
industry whose technology exhibits increasing 
returns to" scale at all levels of actMty. This 
analysis has the important corollary that 
concentration of finance in major centres offers a 
global gatn 1n terms of economic efficiency. 

(74) The importance of sunk costs 1s likely to 
mean that a significant detertoraUon 1n market 
conditions is needed to stimulate relocation, 
though a much smaller adverse shift may deter 
firms from moving to ftnanctal centres. In 
addition, markets may be more footloose than 

(7 1 )  Some of the costs may be discounted. 
Dlseconomies of agglomeration and regional 
imbalances would probably artse for any growing 
sector. The macroeconomic consequ ences could 
probably arise without a financial centre, gJven an 
absence of capital controls. Systemic rtsk does 
not necessarily cease to have an effect at national 
boundaries, either. 

(72) Gtven these consideration, a global financial 
centre 1s likely to be of considerable benefit to the 
domestic economy. Nevertheless, although 1t can 
be suggested that the costs are . on balance, far 
below the benefits, tt would be equally 
inappropriate for them not to be taken into 
account and reduced wherever possible. 

firms, though a market shift may eventually lead 
firms to shift . However, reversing the process of 
development, once a move away from a financial 
centre begins, it could eastly become cumulative . 
gtven the nature and importance of external 
economies. Technological change could start and 
perhaps accelerate such a process. though 
regulatory changes or declines in political stability 
could equally be the spark beginning such a 
move. Gtven the net benefits of an international 
financial centre to the domestic economy. such a 
shift would be at considerable cost . 

(75) This analysis offers vartous considerations 
relevant to the pattern of financial actiVity in EC 
countrtes after 1 992. Equalisation of regulation 
between countrtes and free entry to all markets 
should 1n prtncipal make location of financial 
actiVity more fluid. On the other hand. the 
importance of external economies to scale in the 
London market may make it hard for other 
centres to compete-they may even lose business. 
gtven abolition of restrictions on cross-border sale 
of financial services. (l1lis raises the concern that 
they could become "impoverished" in terms of 
financial sktlls.) The United States may proVide 
an illustration of the future pattern of financial 
actiVity in the absence of regulatory and fiscal 
differences-one global centre, With smaller 
"satellite" centres in each region (country) . 

( I )  It should be noLed that this subject can be approached from various angles; here we use location theory and oligopoly theory from industrial economics. 
Amdt ( 1988) has identified some of the same deLermining factors from the approach of international tBde theory. Kindleberger ( 1 974) discusses the 
developmenl of global centres in terms of a key or reserve

_ 
currency centre and lender of last reson in the inLemational �onetary sysLem. Our argument 

suggeslS thal although such factors help explain the geneSIS of some fl1llnCJal centres, they caMot accmmt for therr conllJlwng development even when the 
initial stimulus has gone. 



Appendix 1 :Indicators of the relative size of financial centres 

Table 1.1: International Banking Analysed by Centre 

Gross Lending - percentage share of total market 

1978 1982 1987 1988 1989 1989 1989 1989 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Belgium(a) 4.7 3.3 3.8 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.4 
Luxembourg(a) 4.9 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.3 
France 9.8 7.2 6.7 6.3 6.4 6.7 6.5 6.6 
Germany Federal Republic 5.2 2.8 4.0 3.8 3.4 3.7 3.8 4.4 
Italy 2.8 1 .7 1 .9 1 .9 1 .8 1 .8  1 .7 1 .7 
Netherlands 3.9 2.9 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.8 2.8 2.8 
Switzerland 4.6 2.8 2.8 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.3 
Swiss Trustee Accounts 2.7 3.9 3.4 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.6 
UK 24.6 26.9 22.1 20.9 20.4 20.5 19.9 19.4 
Canada 2.6 2.6 1 .5 1 .3 .1 .3 1 .3 1 .2 1 .2 
Japan 4.8 7.5 1 8.7 21 .0 22.1 20.6 22. 1  21 .4 
of which: 
JOM 4.0 6.8 7.1 7. 1 8.1 8.0 
other 14.7 14.2 15.0 1 3.5 14.0 1 3.3 
us 9.7 14.5 9.9 1 0. 1  10 . 1  1 0.0 9.7 9.7 
of which: 
IBFs 5.4 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.6 5.6 
other 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.2 4.0 4.2 
'Offshore' banking centres(b) 17.5 17.7 18.0 1 8.5 18.2 18.4 18.2 18.4 

(a) Lending by banks in Belgium to Luxembourg and vice versa is classified as 
lending to residents and is therefore excluded. Similarly, lending by these banks 
both in Belgium and Luxembourg francs is classified as domestic currency 
lending. : 

(b) Bahamas, Bahrain, Cayman Islands, Hong Kong, Netherlands Antilles and 
Singapore, includes also the branches of US banks in Panama. 

- not available 

Source: Bank for International Settlements 
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Table 1.2: Comparison of major atock exchanges at md-1989 

Market value of Number of listed companies Turnover 
domestic equity Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign 
(£ billions) (£ billions) 

Exchange 
Tokyo 2,639 1,597 119 1,436 12  
New York 1,800 1,634 87 957 n/a 
London 507 2,015 544 198 85 
NASDAQ 241 4,026 267 249 14  
German Federation 
of exchanges 227 628 535 218 1 1 
Paris 227 462 223 69 3 
Zurich 1 07 1 17 229 n/a n/a 
Milan 106 21 1 0 27 0 

Source: lSE Quality of Markets Quarterly, Spring 1990 

Table 1.3: Foreign exchange market turnover 

$ billion per day 1986 1989 

London 90 187 

New York 58 129 

Tokyo 48 1 1 5  

Switzerland 57 

Singapore 55 

Hong Kong 49 

Based on surveys conducted in March 1986 and April 1989 

Source: Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, November 1989 
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Table 1.4.: Ful'ufts and options exchanges 

Percentage share of total lots traded 

Region Exchange 1984 1988 1989 

London Baltic 0.1 0.05 0.04 
IPE 0.15 0.27 0.45 
LIFFE 0.71 2.24 2.88 
LFOX 0.87 0.57 0.51 
LME 1 .1 3 1 .12  1 .21 
LTOM 0.31 1 .21 1 .15 
Total 3.26 5.45 6.25 

United States CBOE (Chicago) 33.7 16 .0 14.7  
CBOT (Chicago) 1 8.5 20.47 16.6 

CME (Chicago) 1 1 .8 1 1 .22 12.59 

Total 94.4 70.3 64.7 
Canada Total 0.55 1.05 1.09 
Europe EOE (Amsterdam) 1 .39 1 .22 1 .61 

MA TIF (Paris) 2.32 3.13  
Total 1.5 5.36 7.14 

Far East Tokyo 3.01 2.71 
Total 0.3 5.28 4.81 

Memo: World total number of 
contracts traded (thousands) 365,835 698,433 831 ,398 

Source: Bank of England, based on a sample of individual exchanges . 
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Appendix 2: The macroeconomic benefits of a financial centre 

Table 2.1: CDP at Factor Coat(a) 

£ billions, percentages in italics 

1975 1985 1987 1988 
BanJdng, finance, insurance, business 
lei'Vices and leasing (BFIBsL) 
(including net interest receipts) 10.0 48.5 65.6 76.9 

Rest of Economy 88.1 273.4 309.3 339.9 
ToW of above 98.1 321.9 374.9 416.8 
Total after adjusting for net interest in 
financial services = GDP 94.7 305.9 355.7 394.6 

BFIBsL (including net interest receipts) 
as a percentage of GDP 1 0.6 15.9 18.4 1 95 

BFIBsL (excluding net interest receipts) 
as a percentage of GDP 7.2 1 0.6 13.0 13 .9 

Source: National Income and Expenditure (CS0) 

(a) In the national accounts, the contribu tion of BFIBsL is measured before deducting net receipts of 
interest by financial companies and institutions. This is offset in the aggregate gross domestic 
product (where interest flows within the economy must net to zero) by a negative 'adjustment for 
finandal services' equal (and opposite) to those net interest receipts. 

1 9  
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Table 2.3: Net o•eneu eamlnga(a) of UJC ftnmdal lnatitatlcmJ 

£ billions 
1975 1985 1987 1988 

Insurance 05 3.3 4.6 35 
Banking 1 .3  1 .3  0.8 
Investment trusts, unit 
trusts, pension funds 0.1 0.9 1 .1 0.9 

Securities dealers, 
b�kers and lea�ng 05 ll ..!:Z.. 2.2 

Total 1.0 6.8 9.7 7.4 
Memorandum items: 

Visible balance -3.3 -3.1 -10.9 -20.8 
Invisible balance 1 .7 6.3 6.6 5.9 
Current balance -1 .5 3.2 -4.3 -15.0 

Source: United Kingdom Balance of Payments (the Pink Book): CSO. 

(a) Equals net direct contribution to UK balance of payments. 

1 989 Memorandum item: 
1 989 earnings 
from eervices(b) 

2.9 1 .7 
-o.7 1 5(c) 

1 .4  

� 2.2 
6.2 5.4 

-23.1 
4 .0 

-19.0 

(b) Excluding net interest and other income from portfolio invesbnent. Bank estimate based on the 
assumption that the contribution of investment trusts, unit trusts and pension funds to the balance 
of payments is entirely portfolio earnings. 

(c) U income from intermediation is added, this figure rises to £3.2 billion. 

2 1  
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